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BLOOD FOR THE EMPEROR: A Narrative History of the Human Side of
the War in the Pacific. By Walter
B. Clausen. New York: D. AppletonCentury Co. 1943. 341 pp., index. $3.
Reviewed by FREDERICK GRUIN

A S a veteran San Francisco and Los
Z ^ Angeles newspaper man, as a
J. \ - reporter who covered the Pacific Fleet since 1925, as Associated Press
bureau chief at Honolulu since December, 1941, Walter B. Clausen brings
impressive professional background to
this study of "the human side" of
World W a r II's Pacific conflict. But
he has turned out a book that is unimpressive and curiously amateurish.
Mr. Clausen finds it all very simple
and presents his thesis in the best
journalistic cliches. The Japanese are
"little brown men" who "for generation after generation have lived and
thought and died to the accompaniment of the samurai song of conquest."
("Blood for the Emperor!" is the song's
refrain.) The Pacific War is an "amazing clash between races," between "liberty-loving peoples" and "the living
hordes of what most civilized inhabitants of the earth thought a legendary
past." We Americans must now stop
"the Juggernaut of the hordes of the
Sun Goddess." We will succeed, in the
sea-dog words of Admiral Halsey, only
if we "Kill Japs! Kill Japs! Kill more
Japs!"

Perhaps Mr. Clausen did not intend
to dig more deeply into causes and effects. His main concern is to record—•
or, rather, to re-record—some of the
Pacific war's "thrilling stories of valor
in the words of the fighting men themselves." If it happens that most of the
stories were A.P. reports, plus official
Navy accounts, who will quibble? Future anthologies may collect the best
work of other press services, of the
newspapers and magazines whose correspondents were also on the scene of
activity.
Most of the stories quoted by Mr.
Clausen are as good reading now as
when they appeared in the daily press.
With unforgettable yet often understated strokes, American fighting men
paint the canvas of action from the
Coral Sea to the last big night melee
off the Solomon Islands. Mr. Clausen
recalls Ensign George Gay's astonishing "fish-eye view" of the great Battle
of Midway—the view this Navy airman en,ioyed after his torpedo plane
was shot down and he floated in the sea
and watched burning enemy ships go
by. Nor does Mr. Clausen fail to remember Lieut. Commander Thomas
Klakring, who sailed his submarine
close enough to a Japanese shore to
see "the pony races"; or Lieut. Elbert
McCuskey, the Navy ace dubbed "Go
Get 'Em," who got five Japanese planes
at Midway; or Vern Haugland, the
young A.P. correspondent who bailed
from an Army plane over New Guinea's
terrifying jungle and came out after
an ordeal of forty-three days.
Mr. Clausen is sure that time is on
the Japanese side, that the American
fighting man's skill and courage need
to be buttressed by the realization that
the Pacific is no "secondary front."

Rather, it is "a racial war of greater
significance than any the world has
heretofore seen, and the conflagration
in Europe was merely an opportunity
for it to break out in its full fury."
Mr. Clausen's familiar warning seems
dated by the Quebec Conference and
Allied i n s i s t e n c e that the struggle
against Japan is not secondary. While
there can be no argument that Japan
is an international opportunist, the
fight against her can hardly be called
"racial." The Chinese, after all, are on
the Allied side. By and large, "Blood
for the Emperor" is most satisfying
when it lets the fighting men speak for
themselves.

A N S W E R S TO
LITERARY QUIZ
1. Browning: "The Last Ride Together."
2. Coleridge: "Christabel."
3. Housman: "Loveliest of Trees."
4. Swinburne: "Love at Sea."
5. Tennyson: "In Memoriam."
6. Marlowe: "The Passionate Shepherd to His Love."
7. Seeger: "I Have a Rendezvous with
Death."
8. Wordsworth: "She Dwelt among
the Untrodden Ways."
9. Herrick: "Upon Julia's Clothes."
10. Noyes: "The Barrel Organ."
11. Burns: "A Red Red Rose."
12. Gilbert: "The Mikado."
13. Davies: "Leisure."
14. Masefleld: "C. L. M."
15. Dryden: "Alexander's Feast."
16. Stevenson: "Requiem."
17. Marvell: "To His Coy Mistress."
18. Kilmer: "Trees."
19. Milton: "II Penseroso."
20. Bates: "America the Beautiful."
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Crime, Place, and Sleuth

DEATH AT 7.10
H. F. S. Moore
(Crime Club: $2.)

Reno-bound wife dies of
poison on train. Detective-minded fellow pass e n g e r f o l l o w s lurid
trail to explosive finish.

I T F E L L D O W N DEAD Young Cal. wife finds
out a b o u t h e r q u a c k
Virginia
Purdue
doctor h u s b a n d ' s evil
(Crime Club: $2.)
past—which w i n d s u p
in m u r d e r .
TOO MANY B O N E S
Ruth Sawtell
Wallis
Dodd, Mead: $2.)

M u r d e r of domineering
woman w h o r u n s midW e s t e r n m u s e u m solved
by professor a n d y o u n g
girl assistant.
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1
Verdict

Plentiful color a n d well- Middlin'
tangled plot —b u t
sleuth's flashback m e t h od h a s dubious points.

No g r e a t m y s t e r y here,
but suspense by t h e jugful a n d one of t h e slickest a n d most plausible
villains in moons.

Very
good

Very spooky j o b ! Good
d i a l o g u e , considerable
a m o u n t of i n t e r e s t i n g
anthropological
dope,
quick action, a n d surprise windup.
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W H A T IS A R O M A N T I C L I F E ?
(.Continued from page 6)
for calm and serenity that we find in
the men of the classical period. What
confirms me in this belief is the repeated experience of finding an astute biographer who, having closely
studied a particular romanticist, finds
his character other than he expected,
and so diverts or dilutes the name
"romantic" in t h a t one instance while
continuing to make use of its vulgar
meaning at large.
The significant fact here is the insistence of the writer on the discrepancy between the factual evidence
and the usual opinion. Unable to reconcile these two as regards the particular r o m a n t i c case, and wishing to
correct public ignorance, the critical
biographer simply whittles away the
name "romantic" by an ever-increasing series of exceptions.
This means either that we have
no comparative standards or that we
do not apply them justly. If we kept
in mind the disordered lives of classical
specimens such as Cardinal de Retz,
Richard Savage, John Wilkes, or Voltaire; if we lingered over the love affairs of Racine, and cared as much
about Descartes's mistress and illegitimate daughter as we do about Wordsworth's; if we had more vividly before us the falsifications of Pope; if
we recalled J o h n s o n ' s rowdiness or
his bursts of weeping at the reading
of his own poetry, we should perhaps
form a more balanced conception of
what human beings are like under
c o m p a r a b l e circumstances, and we
should cease to find monstrous or
titillating the lives that the romantic
artists led.
We could make these necessary inferences and correct our own "romantic" folly, if we only remembered that
in all these cases, classical as well
as romantic, it is only on account of
extraordinary achievements that the
details of the life have been preserved.
And by studying the a r t independently we could discover its solidity,
o r d e r , reasonableness, and so work
back to the character of its maker.
Mr. Julian Green is a modern who
can do this. He notes in his diary:
"I read once more, with the utmost
delight, Rousseau's 'Confessions.' That
admirable style can express anything
it w i s h e s by the use of the most
ordinary words. . . . I know of no
other example of an elegance of style
that is so free from artificiality and
pose; but what efforts that simplicity
must have involved!"
Lastly, we could learn to mistrust
the lay figure of biography whom we
keep hidden in our mind's closet, pos-

sibly as an image of ourselves—the
man who has never been crossed in
love, never angry, nor poor, nor dejected, nor ridiculous, nor passionate
—the man who is pure wax through
and through and beside whom any
living creature must seem unbalanced
indeed. In the absence of fixed stand-

ards, we can at least do what Dunning
recommended when General McClellan's reputation suffered a blow from
the publication of his love letters to
his bride: wait until the appearance of
other generals' love letters. In other
words, judge generals as military men,
and romantics as artists, first.
[The foregoing article is extracted,
with a few omissions and alterations,
from, Mr. Barsun's forthcom,ing
study.
Romanticism and the Modern Ego, to
be published by Atlantic-Little
Brovm.^

MARGARET MILLAR
author of THE DEVIL LOVES ME, etc.

T

HIS IS an enthralling and h i g h l y original tale of murder. There is violence
in it, as w e l l as suspense and the most
s t u n n i n g surprise e n d i n g of the ,year. But
that's not all that makes it unusual. W h a t
gives it distinction is the remarkable charr
acterizations of the p e o p l e in it, from the
blind and desperate heiress to the complexly h u m a n detective. So w e l l has the author d o n e this that the story attains the
stature of a novel rather than a thriller.
" H i g h l y recommended."—THE NEW YORKER.
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ADVERTISEMENTS will be accepted in this
column for things wanted or unwanted; personal
services to let or required; literary or publishing offers riot easily classified elsewhere; miscellaneous items appealing to a special and intelligent clientele; jobs wanted, houses or camps
for rent, tutoring, traveling companions, ideas
for sale; communications of a decorous na:ure,
expressions of opinion (limited to fifty lines).
All ach)ertisements must be consonant with the
purpose and character of The Saturday Review,
-ids of a strictly personal nature ore limited to
an exchange of correspondence, thns also enabling an exchange of reference. Rates: 10
cents per word including signature. Count two
additional words for Box and Xumber. Payment
in full must be received ten days in advance
of publication. We forward all mail received in
answer to box numbers, .tddress Personal Dept..
Saturday Review, 25 West l/Sth Street, New
York 19, N. r.
"GREEN' SHADOWS," Lyme. Connecticut.
Delightful, informal Xew Enerland rooms,
cottages.
.\S YOU ARE, so you write. Detailed handwriting- analysis, $1.00. J^lsie Briggs, Box
400-G."
HOW CAN I FIND OUT? Information discreetly d e v e l o p e d ; any matter, person,
problem; anywhere. International facilities.
Established 1922. William Herman, 170
Broadway, New Tork.
NEW YORK BOUND? No sound of Juggernaut nor flickering electric day to trouble your slumber at this hostelry. Literary
people will appreciate the quiet, pleasant,
and convenient location of the Hotel Standish Hall in New York City. It is just oft
Central Park West, and it faces the Hayden Planetarium and the American Mu.seum of Natural History. Direct transportation to the New York Public Library. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art is just across
the Park. Flexible accommodations. One
room, .$72.50 per month, for a year. Two
rooms, $100 per month. Furnished suites
—parlor, bedroom, bath, and pantrv or
kitchenettes—from $125 to $150 a month.
Kitchenettes have breakfast nooks, refrigerators and gas stoves for those who wish
to practice their local cookery in New York.
But there is a spacious dining room. Please
identify yourself as an SRL reader when
writing to Mr. H. W. McGafi:ey, resident
manager, for reservation. Hotel Standish
Hall, 45 W. 81 St., New York City.
POETESS: Nationally known artist will
illustrate, exhibit poems in libraries, museums throughout U. S. in exchange for
part-time secretarial services. Send poems.
personal brief, photo. Box 648-H.
CAPABLE WOMAN executive with administrative, public relations and secretarial experience in literary field desires
change of scenery and position. Greatest
asset: understanding and interest in people. West Coast preferred. Box fi50-H.
BRIELIANT YOUNG abstract artist desires patron. Box 651-H.
NEWARK G O V E R N M E N T WORKER,
rimatcur violinist, would rent room in congenial home. Box G52-H.
HANDWRITE PROBI-EM, question, birthday, dollar to Psycho-Graphologist. Box
653-H.
G.VY YOUNG SOCIOLOGIST, personality
interested, seeks masculine correspondent.
Box 654-H.
GENTLEMAN IN EEDERAE SERVICP:
feeling lonesome in metropolis welcomes
feminine correspondence. Box r)55-H.
FLUENT, PERFECTLY' PRONOUNCED
French, Russian and German and advanced
bridge taught bv gentleman—Columbus 5736B after fi:00 evenings.
CONGENIAL

COLLEGE WOMAN

CLASSIFIED

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

desires

sunny furnished room, kitchenette, bath,
in New York City or share apartment with
private bedroom. Possibly in exchange for
light duties. No children. Box f)56-H.

YOUNG

MAN

SENTENCED

for

minor

FIRST EDITIONS

misdemeanour, without funds, rehabilitating, reconditioning himself, interested in
Religion, Psychology, Sociology, would be
.grateful for literature. Box 657-H.

GOOD BOOKS, RARE BOOKS. Fine Prints.
Flowers, birds, fashion. Old playbills. Alfred
F. Goldsmith, 42 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

AMATEUR FIDDLER-SONGWRITER will
convoy dog, launder windows, landscape
kitchen, listen about your operation, anything. Cash or piano-arrangements for my
(so-called) songs. Box 658-H.

FRENCH BOOK COMPANY, 556 Madison
Avenue, New York's only French Bookshop
H-here French Books are sold exclusively.
Mail order catalogues. 20c.

FRENCH

WOULD ELEGANT, exotic creature communicate with Proust's pal? Box 659-H.

BACK NUMBERS

FKMME, bibliophilic, ex-T.B., seeks similar correspondent. Box 660-H.

BACK NUMBER MAGAZINE SPECIALISTS. Established 1889. Abraham's Magazine Service, 56 Bast 13th St., N. Y.

FINE STEINWAY " B " for rent $65 monthly. Want good home for it, preferably with
musician. Call RE. 7-3258.
I'ROGR.AJf BOOK REVIEWS and author
facts. Box f>fil-H.
HAN D W R I T I N G

ANALYSIS

Enclose $1.00. Box 662-H.

by

expert.

TEACHER-collaborate c a r t o o n i s t educational articles. Box 6G3-H.
COUNTRY' H O M E

F O B R E N T , 7 rooms,

2 baths. Interesting grounds, Hudson River
setting; writer's former home; swimming
pool, winter ice skating. Near village; 50
minutes commuting. Furnished optional.
Phone Croton-on-Hudson 3553, or MUrray
Hill 2-4217.
WOMEN, I F YOU LIKE BOOKS, here is
your opportunity to qualify for a career
in books. The work is pleasant. Your contacts with readers are most interesting.
Advancement to management is likely, to
those who are interested. Apply, Womraths,
203 East 18 Street, New York City.

LITERARY

SERVICES

LITERARY AGENT FOR 24 YEARS—
We sell books, short stories, articles, verse,
plays, scenarios, radio scripts. Editing, revision, criticism, typing, ghost writing. Beginners welcomed. Specialists in hard-tosell manuscripts. Write for information regarding our resultful service. ANITA DIAMANT, WRITERS WORKSHOP, INC., 280
Madison at 40 St., New York.
ALICE WAINWRIGHT—LITERARY ADVISER. Ghost writing, manuscripts typed,
shorthand. 108 E. 38th, New York, LE
2-6044.
LAURENCE ROBERTS, Literary Agent.
Stories, novels, articles, books marketed,
criticized, revised. Our writers sell. 47 West
42nd Street, New York.
DOROTHY MACKENZIE, Literary Agent,
successor to Mathilde Weil. Manuscripts
criticized and marketed. Send for circular.
535 Geary Street, San Francisco.
REVIEWS, ESSAYS, CLUB PAPERS, SPECIAL TREATISES, to requirements. Education, literary, economic, historical, investigations. Extensive experience. Charge.-^
reasonable. AUTHORS RESEARCH BXTREAU, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

BOOK BARGAINS

JVorld of Ideas

in SRL
"The values of civilization and human
life,—values we are at war to preserve,
—rest upon thought, understanding, sympathy, and cultural ideas. In the stress
of war efforts, those values must suffer
hut they cannot be ignored. We cannot
dispense, either in winning the war or
in making the peace, with the world of
ideas. This world still reaches us primarily through hooks and discussion of
hooks. Hence it is even more important
now than in normal times that good literary periodicals be read and supported.
I know of no such periodical in America more stimulating than The Saturday
Review of Literature."
ALAN VALENTINE, President,
University of Rochester

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES for this Department are:
For twenty.six insertions, 7c a word; for thirteen insertions. 8c a word; for six inseriions, 9c
a word; fewer insertions. 10c a word. Forms
close Friday, eight days before publication date.
The Saturditu Review: of Literature, 2.5 West
.'iSth Street. New York J9. N. Y.

BOOKPLATES
i''RKE CATALOG. Several hundred beautiful designs. Bookplates. Yellow Springs,
Ohio.

AT «0% DISCOUNT I'm closing out last
few new copies of AMERICAN GIANT—
Walt Whitman & His Times, Winwar (Biography. Harper. $3.50) $1.59: OPINIONS
OF OLIVER ALLSTON, Van Wyck Brooks
(Essays on contemporary literature. Button. $3.00) $1.59 ; UNEXPECTED YEARS,
autobiography of L a u r e n c e H o u s m a n
(Bobbs, $3.00) $1.39 : ANNUAL OP BOOKMAKING, 1927-37. Record, samples American bookmaking past decade. (Colophon,
$6.00) $2.98. PALMER, 31 East 27 St..
N. Y. C.

OUT-OF-PRINT
NEW AND SECOND HAND BOOKS in
or out of print. I F IT'S A BOOK AVE MAY
HAVE IT. MENDOZA'S, 15 Ann St., OLDEST OLD BOOK SHOP IN NEW YORK.
O U T - O F - P R I N T AND H A R D - T O - F I N D
books searched for and quickly supplied at
low prices. No charge or obligation for
service. All subjects and in all languages.
Genealogies, family and town histories.
First editions supplied. Incomplete sets
completed. Magazine back numbers supplied. AMERICAN LIBRARY SERVICE.
Dept. No. 300, 117 West 48th Street, New
York, Telephone BRyant 9-5214.

BOOKS FOR SALE
NICK CARTER, Frank Merriwell, Buffalo
Bill, Liberty Boys 76 ; illustrated catalogue
your boyhood favorites, free. Charles. 1525
W. 12th. Brooklyn 4. N. Y.

BOOKS WANTED
WANTED—AMERICAN, ENGLISH.
FRENCH, GERMAN books, magazines on
domestic pigeons. C. Naether, 4443 Woodm.an. Van Nuys, Calif.

FILMS DEVELOPED
ANY 35 MM. FILM, 3 0 Exposure Roll Pine
Grain Processed and Enlarged approx. 3 x
4 Glossy Paper for only $1.00. 8 Exposure
rolls developed and enlarged approx. twice
original size, 25c. Ask for free booklet.
Minalabs, Inc.. Dept. SRL 1. Box 485.
Englewood, New Jersey.
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The Crostics

Club

T

HUS wrote Marshall Best of the
Viking Press: "Tut-tut! (interjection of mild reproof) for the liberty you take with Morison's elegant
title in the acrostic to No. 490. This
is a distortion that you could hardly
have allowed yourself consciously, even
in the interest of your twenty-six-letter limitation, and I can only suppose
that you somehow misread the title."
Thus wrote Genevieve W. Tucker, Columbus, O.: "Tut-tut (interjection of
mild reproof—comp.) to E. S. K. for
changing the title of the biography she
used in the current DC. Not that I
blame her—I thought it was 'Admiral
of the Open Sea,' too, the first time I
heard the book spoken of." Thus wrote
Mrs. Edward F. Buchner, Baltimore:
"My knowledge was, incidentally, 'enlarged' by the current DC. I had
thought Mr. Morison's title to be 'Admiral of the Ocean Sea.' I had trouble
for a time with 'open.' Less knowledge
wou'd have been helpful this time!"
Thus wrote Florence Hitchcock, Philadelphia: "Liberties were taken in the
title of book in recent DC—it is 'Admiral of the Ocean Sea,' not 'open
sea.' " And no doubt others of you familiar with the title would have been
justified in less kindly admonitions.
Thus speaks E. S. K.: "The title of
Morison's book I first heard in the
radio announcement of the Pulitzer
prize winners. I thought it was "Open
Sea," a term familiar through its use
in International Law, as the ocean.
Ocean Sea I should have thought an
error in my hearing. When I looked
through the book for an appropriate
quotation, apparently my mental impression registered as my vision did
not. and I copied it Open Sea. Perhaps
somewhere in the volume is an explanation of the—at least to me—seemingly
redundant title. For the distress caused
by mj' error, I do truly repent.
We add with pride to the list of
celebrities doing DCs David Sayville
Muzzey, Professor Emeritus of American History at Columbia, and Senior
Leader of the New York Society for
Ethical Culture. Dr. Muzzey sent me
an excellent one of his own vintage.
In a spirit of service I waylaid Lieutenant Richard Warren Hatch of the
Staff of the Naval Officers' Training
Unit housed in our hotel, to offer him
Paul Schubert's review of Commander Ageton's "Naval Officers Guide" in
the issue of August 21. "Why," said
he, "the SRL and I are old friends. I
like the book reviews and my wife and
I enjoy doing the puzzles together—
only this job hasn't afforded time for
puzzling." The revelation that the perpetrator stood before him was an amusing surprise, and later, with peculiar
.loy, I supplied him with a goodly number of back copies.

Double-Crostics: N o . 4 9 4
By ELIZABETH S. KINGSLEY
IHRECXION8
A. ObtrusivR

WORDS

faoetiousness.

B. L a c e of c o a r s e l i n e n
metrioal pattern.

thread

in

When
the
column
headed WORDS is filled
in, the initial letter.^ .^pell
the name
of the
author
and the title
of
the piece
from
which
the quotation
has
been
taken.
Authority
for
spelling
and
definitions
is Webster's
New
International
Dictionary
(liHO
editio*).

D. B r i d g e d b y a
fiat-bottom
of m e t a l l i c t u b e s , e t c .

The

solution
week's

r.
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Inferior.
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to d e a t h

I.. Child

by
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t h e 1". S.

talwn

by

Crostic
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w i l l
on
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page
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issue.

152 145 55

40 132 125 9.'!
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Pulitzer
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N. A m e r i c a n p o e t e s s
award 19101.

Q. A u t h o r
1581.

108 79 111 105 37

45
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5
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(Fr.)
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29

13

26
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113 74 44

102 137 63 168 160 104

134 161 3

94 64 65 23 101

8

144 35 130 133

34 119 126 175 50 164 59
"Jerusalem

Delivered"—

(i9 156 116 174 166

expuiig^e.
109 73 135 14 100

S. To b e e x p e n d e d

Enrfish

to

uselessly

(3

novelist

V. E v e r y w h e r e : f r o m
W. Sen,:ory

(1884-).
bejrinnin^' to e?,c.

clearness.

X. The rlc.-trjc

-Hrts,)

novelties.

b e
7

62 112 120 81

51 176 19 118 89
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ancient
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Double
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confttruetion

E . T h e non-leg-al p o r t i o n of R a b b i n i c a l literature.

T. I n c l i n e d

last

39 114 60
^eo-

C. I n b r e e d i n g .

<>. Irreg-ular a n d u n e v e n as if w o r n

of

E. S. K.

DEFINITIONS

To solve this
putxle
you must
ffufiss
twenty-six
words,
the
<tetinitiom
of
which
are given
in the
column
headed
DEFINITIONS.
The
letters
in each
word
to
be
guessed
are
numbered.
These
numbers
appear
under
the dashes
in
the
column
headed
WORDS.
There
is a
dash for each letter
in
the required
word.
The
key letters in the squares
are for convenience,
indicatina
to which
word
in the definitions
each
letter in the diagram
belongs.
When you
have
guessed
a word, fill it
in on the dashes;
then
write each letter in the
correspondingly
numbered
sQuare
on the
puzzle
diagram.
When
the squares are all filled
in you will
find
(by
reading
from
left
to
right) a quotation
from
a famous author.
Beading up and down
the
letters
mean
nothing.
The black
squares
indicate
ends of
words;
therefore
words do not
necessarily
end at The
right side of the
diagram.

'-alfl-ll.
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57 87 131 25 129 172 48 141 170

75 27 96 124 70 83
148 155 32
85 31

72 169 77 41 117 128 2

49 42 67 163 107 56 115 177

95 106 4 154 139 11
lO:; 9

88 127 178 46

71 123 17

4 7 140
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